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Abstract
The refined Chern-Simons theory is a one-parameter deformation of the ordinary
Chern-Simons theory on Seifert manifolds. It is defined via an index of the theory on N M5
branes, where the corresponding one-parameter deformation is a natural deformation of the
geometric background. Analogously with the unrefined case, the solution of refined Chern-
Simons theory is given in terms of S and T matrices, which are the proper Macdonald
deformations of the usual ones. This provides a direct way to compute refined Chern-
Simons invariants of a wide class of three-manifolds and knots. The knot invariants of
refined Chern-Simons theory are conjectured to coincide with the knot superpolynomials –
Poincare polynomials of the triply graded knot homology theory. This conjecture is checked
for a large number of torus knots in S3, colored by the fundamental representation. This
is a short, expository version of arXiv:1105.5117, with some new results included.1
1 Based on talks presented by M.A. at several conferences and workshops, including String-
Math 2011 Conference at U. of Pennsilvania.
1. Introduction
One of the beautiful stories in the marriage of mathematics and physics developed
from Witten’s realization [1] that three dimensional Chern-Simons theory on S3 computes
the polynomial invariant of knots constructed by Jones in [2]. While Jones constructed
an invariant J(K,q) of knots in three dimensions, his construction relied on projections
of knots to two dimensions. This obscured the three dimensional origin of the Jones
polynomial. The fact that Chern-Simons theory is a topological quantum field theory in
three dimensions made it manifest that the Jones polynomial is an invariant of the knot,
and independent of the two dimensional projection. Moreover, it also gave rise to new
topological invariants of three manifolds and knots in them. For any three manifoldM and
a knot in it, Chern Simons path integral, with Wilson loop observable inserted along the
knot, gives a topological invariant that depends only onM , K and the representation of the
gauge group. Moreover, Chern-Simons theory gives a whole family of invariants associated
to M and K, by changing the gauge group G and the representation R on the Wilson
line. Jones polynomial J(K,q) corresponds to G = SU(2), and R the fundamental, two
dimensional representation of G. Taking G = SU(n) instead, one computes the HOMFLY
polynomial H(K,q, a) [3] evaluated at a = qn. The work in [1] was made even more
remarkable by the fact that it explained how to solve Chern-Simons theory for any M and
collection of knots in it.
A mystery left open by [1] is the integrality of the coefficients of the Jones and HOM-
FLY polynomials. They are both Laurent polynomials in q, and in the latter case a, with
integer coefficients. While Chern-Simons theory gives means of computing knot invariants,
it gives no insight into question why the coefficients are integers. An answer to this ques-
tion was provided by [4]. Khovanov associates a bi-graded (co)homology theory to a knot
Hi,j(K), in such a way that its Euler characteristic is the Jones polynomial,
J(K,q) =
∑
i,j
(−1)iqj dimHi,j(K).
Interpreted in this way, the integrality of the coefficients is manifest, since they are count-
ing dimensions of knot homology groups. This gives rise to a refinement of the Jones
polynomial, where one computes the Poincare polynomial instead,
Kh(K,q, t) =
∑
i,j
tiqj dimHi,j(K).
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This depends on one extra parameter t, and reduces to the Jones polynomial at t = −1.
Later, many generalizations of [4] were constructed. In particular generalization to SU(N)
knot invariants was constructed by Khovanov and Rozansky [5] [6]. Knot homology theory
corresponding to refinement of the HOMFLY polynomial was conjectured to exist by [7].
The resulting three variable Poincare polynomial was named the superpolynomial [7].
Chern-Simons theory arises naturally in the context of string theory, [8]. Namely, the
SU(N) Chern-Simons partition function on M is the same as the partition function of N
M5 branes wrapping M ×C × S1 in M-theory on (T ∗M ×C2 × S1)q where, as one goes
around the S1, the two C planes get rotated by
(z1, z2)→ (qz1, q−1z2).
The M-theory partition function is an index, Tr(−1)F qS1−S2 , where S1 and S2 are the
generators of rotations around the two complex planes. As explained in [9] it is expected
that knot homologies arise from string theory by counting BPS states in M-theory where
one keeps track of both quantum numbers S1 and S2 separately.
In [10], we argued that, provided that the three manifold M and knots in it possess
enough symmetry (this is the case when M is a Seifert manifold with Seifert knots), one
can construct a refined index that keeps track of the spins S1 and S2 separately. This
corresponds to M-theory partition function in the background where z1 and z2 are allowed
to rotate independently,
(z1, z2)→ (qz1, t−1z2). (1.1)
Here q = eǫ1 , t = e−ǫ2 , in terms of the usual parameters ǫ1,2 defining Nekrasov back-
ground [11], and the refined topological string. The M-theory partition function is
Tr(−1)F qS1−Sr tSr−SR , where Sr is the generator of the extra U(1) symmetry present.
Because of the additional grade, and since one is computing an index, the knot invariants
of refined Chern-Simons theory need not be the same as the Poincare polynomials of knot
homology. However, as we will see in some cases, the BPS states have Sr = 0, there are
no cancellations, and the two are equal.
This short note is devoted to overview of the results of [10], and its organization is as
follows. In section 2 we review the relation of the ordinary and the refined Chern-Simons
theory. We explain how to compute the knot and the three manifold invariants of the
refined Chern-Simons theory. We discuss the conjecture relating refined Chern-Simons knot
invariants to the superpolynomial of [7]. In section 3, we explain the M-theory definition
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of the refined Chern-Simons theory. We also discuss relation of the present constructions
to [12]. In section 4 we explain how to compute the S and the T matrices, from M-theory.
In section 5 we show that the large N dual of the refined Chern-Simons theory on the S3
is the refined topological string on X = O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ IP1. In section 6, we finish with
comments on relations to previous work and interesting directions of generalization. We
add an appendix, with the explicit refined Chern-Simons knot invariants for some more
complicated torus knots.
2. Refined and Ordinary Chern-Simons Theory
In [10] we formulated a refinement of SU(N) Chern-Simons theory, which we define
on Seifert three manifolds, with Seifert knots. Seifert three manifolds are circle fibrations
over a Riemann surface. They admit a (semi-)free U(1) action, corresponding to rotating
the S1 fiber; the action of the U(1) is free except that a discrete subgroup of U(1) can act
with fixed points. Seifert knots are knots wrapping the S1 fiber, and projecting to points
on the Riemann surface.
Refined Chern-Simons theory is a topological theory in three dimensions. In any such
theory, all amplitudes, corresponding to any three manifold, with arbitrary knots, can be
written in terms of three building blocks: the S, T and the braiding matrix B. In refined
Chern-Simons theory, only a subset of amplitudes enter, as only those preserve the U(1)
symmetry. Moreover, the S and the T matrices of the refined Chern-Simons theory are a
one parameter deformation of those in ordinary Chern-Simons theory. The S and the T
matrices provide a unitary representation of the modular SL(2,Z) group on the Hilbert
space HT 2 of the theory on a torus: they satisfy
S4 = 1, (ST )3 = S2. (2.1)
A basis of the Hilbert space HT 2 can be obtained by taking a solid torus and placing
Wilson lines in various representations in its interior in a particular way. More precisely,
choosing a basis of H1(T
2) of the boundary torus, and taking the (1, 0) cycle of the T 2 to
be contractible in the interior, one defines a state
|Ri〉 ∈ HT 2 (2.2)
by the path integral on the solid torus with a Wilson line in representation Ri running
along the (0, 1) cycle of the torus. Moreover, on the boundary of the T 2, one gets the
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action of SL(2,ZZ) corresponding to the mapping class group of the torus. An element K
of SL(2,ZZ) acts on the basis states by
K|Ri〉 =
∑
j
Kji|Rj〉
simply corresponding to the fact that the Hilbert space is finite dimensional, and K acts
on it. The representation of SL(2,ZZ) acting on HT 2 , is generated by S and T matrices,
Sij , T
i
j ,
satisfying the defining relations of SL(2,ZZ),
S4 = 1, (ST )3 = S2. (2.3)
Let
Ki¯j = 〈Rj |KRi〉.
This has has to be unitary,
K∗i¯j = K
−1
j¯i, (2.4)
since otherwise 3d general covariance would have been lost.2 Topological invariance further
constrains the representation. For example, the S matrix has to be symmetric and satisfy,
S−1
i¯j
= S∗i¯j . (2.5)
This follows since Si¯j is the amplitude of a Hopf link in S
3, obtained by gluing two solid
tori, with Wilson lines corresponding to states |Ri〉 and |Rj〉 we defined before. Gluing
these with an S transformation of the boundary we get the amplitude corresponding to
two linked knots in the S3, the Hopf link:
Si¯j = 〈Ri|S|Rj〉.
The fact that we can smoothly re-arrange the link so that the roles of Ri and Rj get
exchanged implies that S has to be symmetric, Si¯j = Sj¯i. Unitarity then implies (2.5).
Indices are raised and lowered by a hermitian metric g, defined by
gi¯j = 〈Ri|Rj〉 = Z(S2 × S1, R¯i, Rj). (2.6)
2 This follows from 〈KRj |Ri〉 = 〈Rj|K
−1
Ri〉 using 〈KRj |Ri〉 = 〈Ri|KRj〉
∗.
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This corresponds to taking two solid tori, with Wilson lines in representations Ri, Rj
inside, and gluing together, with trivial identifications. The three manifold one obtains is
S2 × S1, with two Wilson lines. The metric is hermitian, since exchanging the roles of Ri
and Rj corresponds to orientation reversal of the manifold,
gj¯i = 〈Rj |Ri〉 = 〈Ri|Rj〉∗ = g∗i¯j ,
where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. We have, using the definitions,
Kj¯i =
∑
k
Kki gj¯k.
2.1. ”Ordinary” Chern-Simons Theory
In the case of SU(N) Chern-Simons theory, the basis of Hilbert space HT 2 is provided
by the conformal blocks on T 2 of SU(N)k WZW model [1]. Only a subset of SU(N)
representations enter, those that correspond to integrable highest weight representations
of the affine lie algebra. This can be phrased in terms of a constraint on the corresponding
Young diagram that 0 ≤ R1 ≤ k, where R1 is the length of the first row. The basis of the
Hilbert space (2.2) provided by the path integral on the solid torus with Wilson lines, is
automatically orthonormal [1]:
gi¯j = 〈Ri|Rj〉 = δij . (2.7)
The S and T matrices are given by
Si¯j/S00 = sRi(q
ρ)sRj (q
ρ+Ri),
where sRi(x) are Schur functions, and
T ij = δ
i
jq
1
2
(Ri+2ρ,Ri)−
k
2N
(ρ,ρ),
with
S00 =
iN(N−1)/2
N
1
2 (k +N)
N−1
2
∏
α>0
(q−(α,ρ)/2 − q(α,ρ)/2)
where the product is over all positive roots α, and Ri denotes the highest weight of the
corresponding representation Ri. When q is a root of unity, determined by the level k and
the rank N of the Chern-Simons gauge group,
q = e
2πi
k+N ,
the matrices S and T provide a unitary representation of SL(2,Z), in particular, satisfy
the properties (2.3)(2.4)(2.5).
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2.2. Refined Chern-Simons Theory
The refined Chern-Simons theory depends on an extra parameter, but shares many of
the same properties as the ordinary Chern-Simons theory. To specify the theory we need
to specify the rank N and the level k, N, k ∈ Z>0, together with one additional parameter
β ∈ R. The theory at level k has the Hilbert space H2T of the same dimension as ordinary
Chern-Simons theory, with a basis labeled by integrable representations of SU(N)k. The
hermitian metric is diagonal3
〈Ri|Rj〉 = gi¯j = giδij .
Set
t = qβ.
While the theory makes sense for any β, the expressions are the simplest for β ∈ Z>0. We
then get
gi =
β−1∏
m=0
∏
α>0
q−
1
2
(α,Ri)t−
1
2
(α,ρ)q−
m
2 − q 12 (α,Ri)t 12 (α,ρ)qm2
q−
1
2
(α,Ri)t−
1
2
(α,ρ)q
m
2 − q 12 (α,Ri)t 12 (α,ρ)q−m2 (2.8)
Setting
q = e
2πi
k+βN , t = e
2πiβ
k+βN . (2.9)
the metric vanishes for representations other than the those whose Young tableau fits
in box of width k, corresponding to representations of SU(N) at level k. This is to be
expected, since β is arbitrary and we can change it away from the unrefined value β = 1
adiabatically – in a finite dimensional Hilbert space, the states have nowhere to go to.
The S and the T matrices are given by
Si¯j/S00 =MRi(t
ρ)MRj (t
ρqRi), (2.10)
where MRi(x) are Macdonald polynomials, and
T ij = δ
i
j q
1
2
(Ri,Ri) t(Ri,ρ)t
β−1
2
(ρ,ρ)q−
k
2N
(ρ,ρ), (2.11)
where
S00 =
iN(N−1)/2
N
1
2 (k + βN)
N−1
2
β−1∏
m=0
∏
α>0
(q−m/2t−(α,ρ)/2 − qm/2t(α,ρ)/2)
3 We could have chosen a different normalization of |Ri〉, that would have made the basis
orthonormal. We chose to stick to the conventions of [10] and not do that.
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Setting β to 1, q and t coincide, Macdonald polynomials become Schur functions, and the
refined Chern-Simons amplitudes reduce to ordinary ones, as they should.
It is crucial, for the three dimensional interpretation of Si¯j as the expectation value
of the colored Hopf link, that it is symmetric. This fact is not obvious from the formula
(2.10), just like in the unrefined case. The symmetry of Si¯j is in fact the content of one
of the famous Macdonald conjectures [13][14]. We will see that the M-theory derivation of
Si¯j will result in an expression for S that makes this symmetry manifest. Since the metric
gi¯j is not identity, Si¯j and S
i
j are not the same, instead, Si¯j =
∑
k gi¯kS
k
j = giS
i
j , and
similarly for T . In particular, while Si¯j is symmetric, S
i
j , is not. The fact that S and T
to provide a unitary representation on SL(2,ZZ), was proven in [15,16,17] (for integer β).
The fact that this holds for arbitrary beta can be checked in examples.
2.3. Verlinde Coefficients
One can define Verlinde coefficients Nijk by the partition function of the theory on
S2×S1 with Wilson lines in representations Ri, Rj and Rk inserted at three points on the
S2, and winding around the S1.
Nijk = Z(S
2 × S1, Ri, Rj, Rk) = 〈0|RiRjRk〉. (2.12)
It can be shown, by computing the same amplitude in two different ways, in the refined
and unrefined case alike, that Nijk satisfy the Verlinde formula [18]
Sk¯i Sk¯j/Sk¯0 =
∑
ℓ
N ℓijSk¯ℓ (2.13)
or equivalently,
Nijk¯ =
∑
ℓ
Sℓ¯i Sℓ¯j (S
∗)k¯
ℓ¯
/Sℓ¯0. (2.14)
The formula (2.13) can be proven by noting [19] that on the one hand, insertions of Wilson-
loops are realized by multiplication by Schur/Macdonald polynomials in N holonomy vari-
ables; and on the other hand, the S matrix is obtained by evaluating the Schur/Macdonald
polynomials at special points.
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2.4. Three Manifold Invariants from Refined Chern-Simons Theory
From S and T , by cutting and gluing, we can obtain invariants of knots and three
manifolds which preserve the U(1) action. In particular, it is interesting to consider Seifert
three manifolds without knots. A compact Seifert three manifold, fibered over the Riemann
surface of genus g, carries labels (the description of the geometry is borrowed from [20])
(g, n; (α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)),
where n is the degree of the circle bundle, and (αi, βi) are integers, parameterizing the
type of special fibers that occur. The three manifold invariant of this can be computed4
Z(g, n; (α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)) =
∑
j
Tnj (gj)
g−1(S0,j)
2−r−2g
( r∏
i=1
(SK(αi,βi))0,j
)
where K(αi,βi) is an SL(2,ZZ) matrix whose first column is (αi, βi). Each such matrix, as
an element of SL(2,ZZ) can be written as a product of S and T matrices. The U(1) bundle
over Σg has first Chern class n −
∑r
i=1 βi/αi. In the presence of special fibers, Σg is an
orbifold.
Written in terms of S and T , the three manifold invariant no longer depends on the
underlying topological field theory, but only on M . The dependence on the theory enters
only through S and T . To get a three manifold invariant corresponding to SU(N) Chern-
Simons theory onM , one would use the S and the T matrices of the SU(N)k WZWmodel.
To get the path integral of the refined Chern-Simons theory on M instead, one uses the
refined S and T matrices of the previous subsection.
In the simple case without special fibers (g, n), the three manifold is a circle bundle
over a smooth Riemann surface Σg of degree n, the corresponding partition function is
Z(g, n) =
∑
j
Tnj (gj)
g−1(S0j)
2−2g.
We can obtain (g, n; (α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)) from this by cutting out the neighborhoods of
r knots wrapping the S1 fibers over points on Σ, and gluing back corresponding solid tori
by SL(2,ZZ) transformation of their boundaries, corresponding to K(αi,βi).
4 See for example, [21] for details. Earlier work on three manifold invariants of Seifert spaces
includes [22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29].
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2.5. Knot Invariants in Operator Formalism and the Refined Chern-Simons Theory
The case of most interest for knot theory is M = S3. S3 can be viewed as a Seifert
manifold in several different ways. The knots wrapping the Seifert fiber torus knots in S3.
We view the S3 as a locus in C2, with coordinates z1, z2, where
|z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1 (2.15)
An (n,m) torus knot Kn,m is described by (2.15) together with the equation
zn1 = z
m
2
This is invariant under the U(1) action that takes (z1, z2) → (ζmz1, ζnz2), with ζ = eiθ.
This U(1) action acts freely on the S3, except for a ZZm subgroup, generated by ζ = e
2πi/m,
that has fixed points at z2 = 0, and a ZZn subgroup that similarly has fixed points at z1 = 0.
We get a knot provided n and m are relatively prime; otherwise, we get a link in S3.
In any topological theory in three dimension, the partition function on S3 with an
(n,m) torus colored by representation Ri inserted can be written as follows:
Z(S3, Kn,m, Ri) =
∑
j,k,ℓ
K0kN
k
ij(K
−1)jℓS
ℓ
p, (2.16)
Here, K is an element of SL(2,ZZ) that takes the (0, 1) cycle to (n,m) cycle, i.e.
K =
(
a n
b m
)
∈ SL(2,Z).
with am − nb = 1 since then the action of O(0,1)Ri on |0〉, and O
(n,m)
Ri
on K|0〉 agree. Any
such K can be written explicitly in terms of strings of S and T matrices
S =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
∈ SL(2,Z).
with the only ambiguity being the choice of framing K 7→ KT f with integer f . For
every particular (n,m), eq. (2.16) is fully explicit and allows to compute straightforwardly
the corresponding amplitude. For comparison with knot theory, it is most convenient to
consider the normalized amplitude, where we set the expectation value of the unknot to 1,
Z(S3, K, )
Z(S3,©, )
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Fig. 1. Two examples of torus knots, with winding numbers (2,3) and (4,5).
Introduce ”knot theory” variables,
t =
√
t, q = −
√
q/t, a2 = tN
√
t/q.
In terms of these, the (2, 3) torus knot (the trefoil) invariant, for example, is
Z(S3, K2,3, )
Z(S3,©, ) = aq
−1 + aqt2 + a2t3.
For the (4,5) torus knot one gets
Z(S3, K4,5, )
Z(S3,©, ) =
= a3t4 + a3q3t6 + a3qt4 + a3q−1t2 + a3q−3 + a4q2t7+
+a4qt7 + a4t5 + a4q−1t5 + a4q−2t3 + a5t4.
Further examples are given in the Appendix.
2.6. Relation to Knot Superpolynomials
In the unrefined case, when t = q and t = −1, the refined amplitudes reduce to
the amplitudes of ordinary Chern-Simons theory. Written in terms of q and a, these are
known to compute the HOMFLY polynomials. Therefore for generic t 6= −1, refined Chern-
Simons amplitudes provide a one-parameter generalization of HOMFLY polynomials, and
a natural question arises: what is the corresponding object on the mathematical side?
We conjecture that refined Chern-Simons amplitudes (in fundamental representation)
compute the superpolynomial P(K) [7] of the knot homology theory categorifying the
HOMFLY polynomial:
Z(S3, K, )
Z(S3,©, ) = P(K)(a,q, t)
In [10]we have shown that the conjecture holds for all (2, 2m+1) torus knots for anym, and
for the (3, 3m+ 1), (3, 3m+ 2) torus knots for m = 1, 2, computed previously in [7,30,31].
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Our more recent calculations confirm that the conjecture holds for (3, 8), (3, 10), (3, 11);
(4, 5), (4, 7), (4, 9), (4, 11); (5, 6), (5, 8) and (7, 8), (7, 9), by matching to the unpublished
results of [32], made available to us by E. Gorsky.
We will give a physical explanation of these results in the next sections. We will first
explain the physical origin of refined Chern-Simons theory itself, in terms of M-theory and
the refined topological string.
3. M-Theory Definition of Refined Chern-Simons Theory
In this section we give a physical explanation of the above results using M-theory
and the (refined) topological string. Indeed, ordinary Chern-Simons theory is known to be
closely related to topological strings and also to M-theory on certain Calabi-Yau threefolds.
In this section we will explain that one can turn this around and use M-theory to deduce
the amplitudes of a three-dimensional topological field theory that refines Chern-Simons
theory.
3.1. Chern-Simons Theory from Topological Strings
Let us start by summarizing the relation of ordinary Chern-Simons theory to the
topological string. Topological string, or Gromov-Witten theory, on a Calabi-Yau three-
fold Y is given in terms of holomorphic maps ϕ : Σg → Y, ∂¯ϕ = 0 from a Riemann surface
Σg into Y . It can be extended to open topological string, where the Riemann surface Σg
possibly has boundaries, whose image under the map ϕ lies on a Langrangian submanifold
M ⊂ Y . Since M is a Calabi-Yau three-fold, M is three-dimensional.
In [8], Witten explained that, for any three-manifold M , the open topological string
on
Y = T ∗M,
with N topological D-branes on M is the same as SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on M .
The string coupling and the level of Chern-Simons get related via
gs =
2πi
k +N
.
Since in this case Y = T ∗M , there are no holomorphic curves of any kind, so only the
degenerate maps ϕ can contribute. These degenerate maps of the open string theory on
T ∗M precisely reproduce the Feynman graphs of the underlying Chern-Simons theory on
11
M . In particular, this implies that the Chern-Simons partition function on M , and the
open topological string partition function on Y with N D-branes on M , Ztopopen(T
∗M) are
the same:
ZCS(M) = Z
top
open(T
∗M).
Adding a knot K to M , in some representation R of the gauge group also has a topo-
logical string interpretation [33], of adding D-branes wrapping a non-compact Lagrangian
LK . LK is a rank 2 bundle over the knot K, constructed as follows. Take a point on K
and the vector V tangent to K at that point in M . One obtains a two-plane in the fiber
of T ∗M consisting of the cotangent vectors, orthogonal to V in the pairing between the
cotangent and tangent vectors provided by the symplectic form on Y (see [33,34]). Such
LK is topologically IR
2 × S1, and
LK ∩M = K.
3.2. Chern-Simons Theory from M-Theory
For our purposes – to give a physical definition of the refined Chern-Simons theory
– it is important that all the above constructions are further related to M-theory with
M5 branes. While in the unrefined case all sides of this relation are well known, when we
consider the refined case, the M-theory will provide the sole definition of the theory.
Consider M-theory on
(Y × TN × S1)q , (3.1)
where Y is a Calabi-Yau manifold (for now Y is arbitrary) and TN is the Taub-NUT
space. The Taub-NUT space is twisted along the S1, in the sense that going around the
circle, the complex coordinates z1, z2 of the TN rotate by
z1 → qz1, z2 → q−1z2, (3.2)
so the space is not a direct product. We denoted this twist by a subscript q in (3.1). The
M-theory partition function on this background is the same as the partition function of
the closed topological string on X [35], where one identifies q = egs with string coupling
gs. To extend this to the open string [36,37,38], we add N M5 branes wrapping
(M ×C× S1)q
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where M is a special Lagrangian 3-cycle in Y. The branes wrap a C subspace of TN space
fixed by the rotations (3.2). We can take C to correspond to the z1 plane. The partition
function of the M5 branes on this background is
ZM5(Y,M) = Tr (−1)F qS1−S2 . (3.3)
Here S1 and S2 are the generators of two U(1)1,2 rotations in (3.2), and F = 2S1 measures
the fermion number. The M5 brane partition function (3.3) is the same as the open
topological string partition function on Y with N D-branes wrapping M ,
ZM5(Y,M, q) = Z
top
open(Y,M, gs),
where q = egs in terms of gs, the topological string coupling. In particular, in the case
when Y = T ∗M with some three-manifold M , the partition function of M5 branes equals
the SU(N) Chern-Simons partition function on M :
ZM5(T
∗M,M, q) = Ztopopen(T
∗M,M, gs) = ZCS(M)
We will now use M-theory in a slightly more general background to define what we mean
by the refinement of the right hand side.
3.3. Refined Chern-Simons Theory from M-Theory
In certain cases, M-theory on Y can be used to define a refinement of the topological
string [39]. Consider, as before, M-theory on Y × TN × S1. We fiber TN over the S1, so
that going around the circle, the coordinates z1,z2 of the TN space are twisted by
z1 → qz1, z2 → t−1z2. (3.4)
We will denote the resulting space by
(Y × TN × S1)q,t.
If t 6= q this alone breaks supersymmetry. However, if the Calabi-Yau Y is non-compact,
M-theory on Y gives rise to a five dimensional gauge theory. This has an additional
U(1)R ⊂ SU(2)R symmetry, and supersymmetry of the theory can be preserved provided,
as one goes around the S1, one performs an additional R-symmetry twist.
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Now consider adding N M5 branes on
(M ×C× S1)q,t,
whereC corresponds to the z1 plane. The M5 brane configuration automatically preserves a
U(1)1×U(1)2 symmetry rotating the z1 and z2 planes. For it to have the U(1)R symmetry
as well, an additional requirement is needed. Let us focus for now on the main case of
interest for us, when
Y = T ∗M.
The theory has the U(1)R symmetry provided M admits a free U(1) action. This U(1)
symmetry of M is itself not an R-symmetry, however, it can be used to construct one
[10]. More precisely, the action only needs to be semi-free: this corresponds to allowing
a discrete subgroup of U(1) to act with fixed points. This implies that M is a Seifert
three-manifold – an S1 fibration over a genus g Riemann surface Σg,
S1 →M → Σg
where the U(1) action comes from the rotation of the fiber. The ordinary Chern-Simons
theory on Seifert spaces was studied recently in [40][41][42].
With the additional U(1)R symmetry preserved, the M5 brane partition function on
M ×C× S1 defines an index,
ZM (T
∗M, q, t) = Tr (−1)F qS1−Sr tSr−S2 . (3.5)
Note that both S2 and Sr are R-symmetries, as they correspond to rotations in the normal
bundle to the M5 branes. Their difference S2− Sr acts as a global symmetry, as the three
dimensional N = 2 theory at low energies has a unique U(1)R symmetry. A pair of the
supercharges Q, Q¯ preserved by the brane, whose (S1, S2, Sr) charges are ±(1/2, 1/2, 1/2)
can be used to define the above index, see for example [43]. The index localizes on configu-
rations that are annihilated by Q, Q¯. Moreover, for q = t it reduces to the unrefined index
(3.3). We will take this index (3.5) as the definition of the refined SU(N) Chern-Simons
partition function on M :
ZM (T
∗M, q, t) ≡ ZCS(M, q, t). (3.6)
This is analogous to the unrefined case, where the N M5 brane partition function on M
in T ∗M equals the ordinary SU(N) Chern-Simons partition function on M . Unlike in the
unrefined case, we now do not have an alternative definition of the theory.
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We can also include knot observables in the refined Chern-Simons theory. As we ex-
plained above, in the ordinary topological string, including a Wilson loop K on a three
manifold M in Chern-Simons theory corresponds to adding D-branes on a special La-
grangian LK in T
∗M . To extend this to the refined case, both the knot K and the
three-manifoldM have to respect the U(1)R symmetry that is needed to define the theory.
As explained in [10], this implies that the allowed knots and links in M are the Seifert
knots [42], wrapping the S1 fibers over Σg inM . In particular, in the simplest caseM = S
3
where most of the actual calculations have been performed so far, the allowed knots and
links are presicely the torus knots and links.
3.4. The extra U(1) Symmetry
Given the importance of the existence of the extra U(1) symmetry for the definition
of the index, let us elaborate this point. The U(1) symmetry we need is constructed as
follows. M being a Seifert three manifold has a nowhere vanishing vector field V . Thinking
of M as an S1 fibration over a Riemann surface, V acts by rotating the S1 fiber. Using
V , we can define at a rank-two sub bundle of the cotangent bundle T ∗M to M . At each
point in M the fiber of this bundle consists of those cotangent vectors that are orthogonal
to V . The U(1) action we want to use, whose generator we called SR above, corresponds
to rotation of the fibers of this bundle.
To be sure we can use this U(1) action to define the refined index, we need show
that T ∗M admits a metric that has this U(1) action as an isometry, and moreover, that
this metric preserves supersymmetry. We will give now argue that such a metric exists5.
Consider, to begin with, N M5 branes on a three-manifold of the special form, M =
S1 × Σ, times the flat IR2,1, inside T ∗M × IR4,1 = T ∗Σ × T ∗S1 × IR4,1. The theory has
SO(2)1 × SO(2)2 × SO(2)R as a subgroup of the symmetry group. Here, SO(2)R rotates
the fibers of T ∗Σ, SO(2)1, is a part of the Lorentz group of the brane, and SO(2)2 rotates
the normal directions to the brane in IR4,1. SO(2)2 and SO(2)R are both R-symmetries of
the N = 4 supersymmetric theory in three dimensions on the brane. It is helpful to reduce
the (2, 0) theory along the S1 (viewing this as the M-theory circle). Then, the theory we
are discussing is obtained by compactifying five dimensional Yang-Mills theory on Σ, to
obtain the three dimensional Yang-Mills theory on IR2,1.
5 We thank E. Witten for discussions of this point.
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Now consider M5 branes on a Seifert three manifold obtained by fibering the S1 non-
trivially over Σ. In this case, half of the supersymmetry of the theory is broken: the theory
on IR2,1 has N = 2 supersymmetry in three dimensions. This also corresponds to the
fact that T ∗M is an honest Calabi-Yau three-fold. Supersymmetries that get preserved
by the background have their SO(2)2 × SO(2)R charges correlated. We can take the
supercharges that survive to have S2 = SR. Thus, one combination of S2 and SR becomes
an R symmetry of the theory. In addition, we potentially get a global U(1) symmetry,
corresponding to S2−SR, if both S2 and SR survive as the symmetries. If this is the case,
we can define the refined index (3.5) of the M5 brane theory on M × IR2 × S1.
What is the effect of fibering the S1 over Σ on the M5 brane theory? We can answer
this question from the perspective of the (2, 0) theory or better yet in its dimensionally
reduced version – where we reduce on the S1 fiber of the Seifert three manifold, as we did
above. The answer is that giving the S1 bundle over Σ a degree p corresponds to turning
on an N = 2 Chern-Simons coupling on IR2,1,
p
∫
IR2,1
d4θ TrVΣ(V). (3.7)
where V is the N = 2 vector multiplet, and Σ(V) = ǫαβD¯αDβV is the linear superfield
[44]. The crucial point is that this coupling is neutral under both SO(2)2 and SO(2)R.
Thus, turning it on breaks neither symmetry, and both S2 and SR survive as generators
of R-symmetries in the theory on IR2,1. To see that the N = 2 Chern-Simons coupling
preserves both symmetries, it suffices to note that one of its terms is the bosonic Chern-
Simons coupling p
∫
IR2,1
ωCS(A), where A is the gauge field on IR
2,1, clearly neutral under
both of the symmetries, and ωCS(A) = TrAdA− 23A3 is the Chern-Simons three form.
The origin of the Chern-Simons coupling is purely topological. The fastest way to
see that is to recall that, viewing the circle fiber to M as the M-theory circle, the five
dimensional YM theory is a theory on N D4 branes, and that has a term
∫
Σ×R2,1
FRR ∧ ωCS(A) (3.8)
in its action. The 11-dimensional interpretation of FRR is the curvature of the circle bundle
corresponding the M-theory circle. In our present case, we would have
∫
Σ
FRR = p
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resulting in the above coupling. The rest of (3.7) is fixed by N = 2 supersymmetry. It may
seem that we are using some very particular facts about the couplings on the D4 branes to
argue this. This is not the case. The origin of the term in (3.8) is a the fact that the (2, 0)
theory has a self-dual two-form tensor on it. In any attempt to write down the action for
the corresponding theory there is a peculiar Wess-Zumino type term that arizes – albeit
involving the metric on the six manifold (see for example [45][46][47]). Using dimensional
reduction to get to a five dimensional Yang-Mills the term (3.8) arizes, with FRR as the
curvature of the S1 bundle.
Thus, in the specific case when M is a Seifert three manifold, the theory has, in
addition to a U(1)R symmetry S2, an additional U(1) symmetry generated by SR. Corre-
spondingly, when M is a Seifert three manifold, we can define the refined index (3.5).
3.5. Related Work
In [12] a physical approach to knot homology was proposed, based on studying gauge
theory on D4-branes wrapping a four-manifolds with a boundary on the three manifold
M , where the knots live, times a thermal S1 (there were other duality frames studied in
[12] as well, but we will focus on this one, as it is closest to us). The advantage of the
approach initialized in [12] and developed further in [48][49] is that it provides one a way
to get at knot homology groups themselves, not relying on indices that exist when M is
special. But, nevertheless it is important to note that the physical setting of [12] and the
one we use here are related by a simple duality.
To define the refined Chern-Simons theory on a three manifoldM , we needed to study
M-theory on Y × TN × S1, where Y = T ∗M with N M5 branes on M ×C× S1. Consider
a dual description of this, by dimensionally reducing on the S1 of the Taub-Nut space.
Without M5 branes, we would obtain IIA string theory on the geometry,
Y × IR3 × S1
with a D6 brane wrapping Y ×S1 and sitting at the origin of IR3. Adding the N M5 branes
onM×C×S1, we get IIA string theory with the addition of N D4 branes, wrappingM×S1
times a half-line IR+ in IR
3, ending on the D6 brane. This is a D4 brane on a four manifold
IR+×M ×S1, with the specific boundary condition imposed by the D6 brane. This setup
is the same as that in [12] (see the discussion on the bottom of p. 13 of [12] and else
where in the paper). Now consider how the symmetry generators map between the two
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pictures. From this we will deduce the index in IIA corresponding to the refined Chern-
Simons partition function computed in M-theory, and recover in the unrefined limit, the
index computation in [12][48][49] that gave rise to the Jones polynomial.
Before we add branes, the Taub-NUT geometry has an SU(2)ℓ × SU(2)r isometry.
We used the U(1)ℓ×U(1)r subgroup of it in the definition of the index. The U(1)ℓ×U(1)r
act one the complex coordinates (z1, z2) of the TN space by (e
i(θℓ+θr)/2z1, e
i(−θℓ+θr)/2z2).
Asymptotically, Taub-NUT looks like S1 × IR3 and the U(1)ℓ isometry rotates the S1,
while the SU(2)r rotates the base geometry. So upon dimensional reduction, the charge
under U(1)ℓ becomes the D0-brane charge, while the charge under SU(2)r becomes the
spin in the base IR3. In addition to the this, IIA and M-theory have a common SU(2)R
R-symmetry of a five-dimensional gauge theory.
The we add branes preserve the U(1)r subgroup of the SU(2)r rotation group, for any
M . For any M , setting q = t = q0, the partition function of the M5 brane theory (3.3)
equals the partition function of the D4 brane theory in this background
ZD4(T
∗M, q0) = Tr (−1)F qQ00
and both equal to the partition function of the ordinary SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on
M . In the D4 brane context, this was shown in [12] and studied further in [48]. In [12][48]
the Chern-Simons level arizes due to non-zero value of the Wilson line of the RR 1-form
potential C in IIA string theory,
∫
S1
C. This couples to D0 brane charge. It is the same
as log q0, the chemical potential for the D0 branes turned on in our setting.
When M is a Seifert three manifold both the M5 brane, and the D4 brane theories
should also preserve a U(1) subgroup of the SU(2)R-symmetry group of the five dimen-
sional background, by the duality. Then, we can define the refined index (3.5), giving rise
to the refined Chern-Simons theory, and depending on one more parameter. The refined
partition function (3.5) becomes the partition function of the theory on N D4 branes in
this background
ZD4(T
∗M, q0, y) = Tr (−1)F qQ00 y2J3−2SR .
Here q0 =
√
qt, y =
√
q/t, Q0 is the D0 brane charge, and J3 is the generator of the
rotation group in IR3, and SR is the generator of the U(1).
We could have also studied a different circle reduction, where we reduce to IIA on the
thermal S1 instead. In this case, we get IIA string theory on Y ×TN , with the four dimen-
sional omega background. Adding N M5 branes, maps to adding N Dbranes wrapping
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M ×C. The D4 branes are nothing but surface operators, in the four N = 2 gauge theory
in omega background (more precisely five dimensional gauge theory on TN×S1 where the
data of the gauge theory is determined by the choice of Y in the usual way. The surface
operators in 4d gauge theories were studied extensively in [50][51][52][53][54][55][56][57].
4. Solving the Refined Chern-Simons Theory via M-Theory
Having used M-theory to define the refined Chern-Simons theory on Seifert three-
manifolds M , we will explain how to solve it, and obtain the results quoted in section 2.
The basic idea is to use topological invariance of the theory to solve it on simple pieces first,
and recover the rest by gluing. The key amplitude we will obtain in this way corresponds
to taking
ML = S
1 × IR2
inside
YL = T
∗ML = T
∗(S1 × IR2) =C∗ ×C2.
The free U(1) action onML corresponds to the rotation of the S
1, and the U(1)R symmetry
one gets from it acts by rotating the fiber in T ∗IR2. The Calabi-Yau YL =C
∗ ×C2 is
essentially a flat space, hence, non-compact; because of this, the U(N) symmetry of the
theory on ML is a global symmetry. The partition function depends on the values of
scalars xI , I = 1, . . .N of the background linear multiplets. These have interpretation as
the positions of M5 branes along the fiber of T ∗S1 (this is a cylinder, and xI parameterize
the linear direction). We can, alternatively, view ML as a solid torus S
1 × D where the
path integral computes a wave function depending on the boundary conditions we impose
– by topological invariance the two viewpoints are equivalent. With the branes widely
separated, computing the partition function of the M5 brane theory on (ML ×C × S1)q,t
inside (YL×TN ×S1)q,t amounts to counting BPS states of M2 branes stretching between
them – i.e., cohomologies of the moduli of holomorphic curves embedded in Y and with
boundaries on the M5 branes. As shown in detail in [10], this spectrum is very simple and
consists precisely of two cohomology classes. (From the 3D perspective, the contributions
to the index come from W-bosons and the adjoint scalar, parameterizing the position of
the M5 branes along the C2 directions transverse to its world volume).
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Fig. 2. The D-branes wrap two S1’s on the cylinderC∗ in YL. The open topological string is
counting the maps to the annulus between them.
Because of this, one can compute the partition function explicitly as a function of the
positions of the M5 branes. One finds
Z(S1 × IR2)(q, t) =
∏
1≤I<J≤N
∞∏
n=1
(q−n/2e(xJ−xI)/2 − qn/2e(xI−xJ )/2)
(t−1/2q−n/2e(xJ−xI )/2 − t1/2qn/2e(xI−xJ )/2) (4.1)
Note that this is consistent with the known result for the unrefined case: considering N
branes and symmetrizing, for q = t we recover
Z(S1 × IR2)(q, q) =
∏
1≤I<J≤N
(e(xJ−xI)/2 − e(xI−xJ )/2), (4.2)
which is the Chern-Simons partition function on a solid torus [58] S1 × IR2. To avoid
dealing with infinite products, we can put
t = qβ , β ∈ IN, (4.3)
where β is a positive integer. This specialization (4.3) is inessential – while it will simplify
the intermediate formulas, it is easy to reinstate arbitrary β by inspection. At integer β,
the partition function (4.1) can be written as a finite product:
Z(S1 × IR2)(q, t) =
β−1∏
m=0
∏
1≤I<J≤N
(q−m/2e(xJ−xI )/2 − qm/2e(xI−xJ )/2) ≡ ∆q,t(x). (4.4)
This is a partition function of M-theory on T ∗(S1 × IR2). At the same time, by (3.6), this
should be regarded as the partition function of refined Chern-Simons theory on the solid
torus. This simple result allows to compute the partition functions for more complicated
3-manifolds M by cutting and gluing.
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To consider gluing, it is useful to think of this in terms of the quantization of Chern-
Simons theory. In this picture, as explained in Sec. 2, Chern-Simons theory on a manifold
with T 2 boundary has a Hilbert space of states labeled by representations R of SU(N),
satisfying a certain condition. Then, the partition function eq. (4.2) is interpreted as the
wavefunction of the vacuum state. Our results on refined Chern-Simons theory seem to
suggest that at q 6= t, the theory has the same Hilbert space of states, but the wavefunction
of the vacuum becomes (4.4) : 〈
0
∣∣x〉 = ∆q,t(x)
Given the form of this vacuum, the most natural choice of basis in the Hilbert space is the
one that has wavefunctions given by Macdonald polynomials:
〈
Ri
∣∣x〉 =MRi(ex)∆q,t(x)
This is because Macdonald polynomials are the orthogonal polynomials associated with
the ∆q,t(x) measure, i.e. in Macdonald basis the identity operator has a diagonal matrix:
〈
Ri
∣∣Rj〉 =
∫
dx1 . . . dxN
∣∣∣∆q,t(x)
∣∣∣2MRi(ex)MRj (e−x) = gi1ij
where gi = ||MRi ||2 is the Macdonald integral norm.
Now we can take two copies of T 2 with opposite orientation and glue them with trivial
identification of the boundary, what gives the partition function of refined Chern-Simons
theory on S1 × S2 and M -theory on T ∗(S1 × S2). This corresponds to taking the overlap
of the two solid toruus wave functions, by integrating over x1, . . . , xN :
Z(S1 × S2) = 〈0∣∣0〉 =
∫
dx1 . . . dxN
∣∣∣∆q,t(x)
∣∣∣.2
Instead of considering S1 × S2, one can consider more general fibrations with the first
Chern class p, by multiplying one of two wave functions by
e
−p
∑
i
x2
i
2
before gluing. For example, S3 is a Hopf fibration, with p = 1. Accordingly, the partition
function of refined Chern-Simons theory on S3 is given by the integral
Z(S3) =
∫
dx1 . . . dxN
∣∣∣∆q,t(x)
∣∣∣2e−
∑
i
x2
i
2
=
〈
0
∣∣TST ∣∣0〉 (4.5)
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i.e., the vacuum matrix element of the operator TST. Similarly, one deduces that other
matrix elements of this operator are given by integrals
〈
Ri
∣∣TST ∣∣Rj〉 =
∫
dx1 . . . dxN
∣∣∣∆q,t(x)
∣∣∣2e−
∑
i
x2
i
2
MRi(e
x)MRj (e
−x)
The fact that this takes the explicit form that we gave before (2.10) , (2.11) was proven in
the 90s in the context of proving Macdonald Conjectures.
Other examples of gluing include the Verlinde numbers that compute the amplitude
on S1 × S2 with three Wilson lines wrapping the S1:
Z(S1 × S2|Ri, Rj, Rk) =
∫
dx1 . . . dxN
∣∣∣∆q,t(x)
∣∣∣2MRi(ex)MRj (ex)MRk(ex) = Nijk
The fact that they satisfy the Verlinde formula (2.14) then follows from three-dimensional
topological invariance – see the Appendix to [10] for derivation.
5. Large-N Dual of Refined Chern-Simons Theory
Ordinary Chern-Simons theory gets related, by string dualities, to other problems in
mathematics and physics. Particularly important is that SU(N) Chern-Simons theory has
a large N dual description in terms of the refined topological string on a different manifold.
Among other applications, this large N duality was used in [33,9] to physically explain the
integrality of coefficients of knot invariants. In this section we will first review this duality
in the ordinary unrefined case, and then explain how it extends to the refined theory.
5.1. Large N Duality in Ordinary Chern-Simons Theory
Recall, from section 2, that SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on S3 is the same as the
open topological string on
Y = T ∗S3,
with N D-branes on the S3. Gopakumar and Vafa showed this has a large N dual, the
ordinary topological string theory on
X = O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ IP1.
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The duality is a large N duality in the sense of ’t Hooft [59]. The topological string
coupling gs is the same on both sides – it is related to the level k in Chern-Simons theory
by
gs =
2πi
k +N
.
The later is the effective coupling constant of Chern-Simons theory, due to the famous
shift of k → k + N , generated by quantum effects. The rank N of the gauge theory is
related to the area of the IP1 in X by λ = e−Area(IP
1) by
λ = qN , (5.1)
where q = egs . This is a large N duality, since when the geometry of X is classical, λ is
continuous, and this is only true in the limit of large N . The duality in this case also has
a beautiful geometric interpretation: it is a geometric transition that shrinks the S3 and
grows the IP1 at the apex of the conifold, thereby taking Y to X [60]. The duality has
been checked, at the level of partition functions, to all orders in the 1/N expansion [60].
As we explained in section 2, adding knots on the S3 corresponds to introducing
non-compact branes on a Lagrangian LK in Y , intersecting the S
3 along a knot K,
K = LK ∩ S3.
The geometric transition affects the interior of X and Y , but not their asymptotics, which
are the same. A non-compact Lagrangian LK on Y , goes through the transition to give
a Lagrangian LK on X . The correspondence of Chern-Simons theory with knots and the
open topological string on X has been proven for the case of the unknot and the hopf link,
colored by arbitrary representations [33,61,62,63]. This was also recently extended to toric
knots in [64].
5.2. Large N Duality in Refined Chern-Simons Theory
The large N duality relating open topological string on Y = T ∗S3, i.e, Chern-Simons
theory on the S3 to topological string onX = O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ IP1 was expected to extend
to the refined topological string [65,9,66], where we view refinement as a deformation6.
6 We do not expect the large N duality to extend to the full suprestring theory as in the
unrefined case. Instead, we expect it to be the case for the topological, i.e. BPS sector of the
theory, captured by the index.
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With the refined Chern-Simons theory in hand, we can offer compelling evidence that the
refined theory indeed inherits the large N duality. The simplest test of the duality is to
compare partition functions (without knot observables) on two sides of the duality.
On X , we are computing the partition function of the refined closed topological string,
which is well known. Let λ parameterize the size of the IP1 in X as λ = e−Area(IP
1), were by
the area we really mean the mass of a BPS state wrapping the IP1. The partition function
of the closed topological string in this background is [65]
Ztop(X, λ, q, t) = exp
(
−
∞∑
n=0
λn
n(qn/2 − q−n/2)(tn/2 − t−n/2)
)
, (5.2)
up to simple factors that correspond to classical intersection numbers on the Calabi-Yau,
and are ambiguous. Here q and t are the parameters defining the omega-background,
q = eǫ1 , t = e−ǫ2 . On Y , we are computing the partition function of N M5 branes, that is
given by the Macdonald-type integral in (4.5),
Z(S3, N, q, t) =
∫
dx1 . . . dxN
∣∣∆q,t(x)∣∣2e−
∑
i
x2
i
2gs (5.3)
The value of the integral is known explicitly for arbitrary finite N :
Z(S3, N, q, t) =
β−1∏
m=0
N−1∏
i=1
(1− tN−iqm)i, (5.4)
where q = egs and t = qβ. Taking the large N limit of this exact finite-N expression, we
find (see [10] for a derivation) that (5.3) and (5.2) agree,
Z(S3, N, q, t) = Ztop(X, λ, q, t),
provided we identify
λ = tN
√
t/q. (5.5)
This generalizes the relation between the λ and N in the unrefined case. The fact that
N ǫ1-branes on the S
3 back-react on the geometry in such a way to open up a IP1 of size
Nǫ2, is as expected on general grounds, as discussed recently in detail in [67]. By ǫ1 branes
we mean the branes wrapping the z1 plane rotated by the parameter q = e
ǫ1 , and by ǫ2
branes, the branes wrapping the z2 plane, rotated by t = e
ǫ2 . The factors
√
t/q, which
vanish in the unrefined theory at q = t, correspond to quantum shifts of the moduli by
(ǫ2 − ǫ1)/2, and are typical [66,67].
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5.3. Large N Duality and Integrality of Knot Invariants
Two parallel approaches were developed to integrality of knot invariants. The one
coming from mathematics, due originally to Khovanov, introduced the idea of knot homol-
ogy, revealing the fact that Chern-Simons knot invariants are actually Euler characteristics
of certain complexes of vector spaces [4]. On the physical side, nearly simultaneously with
Khovanov’s work, an explanation for this phenomenon was put forward in [33].
The physical explanation from [33] was based on the two duality relations, the large
N duality relating SU(N) Chern-Simons theory on the S3 to the topological string on
X = O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ IP1, and the duality of the topological string on X with M-theory
on (X × TN × S1)q. In [33] the authors showed that, taken together, the two dualities
imply that computing HOMFLY invariant of a knot K in S3 is related to the index (3.3)
of M5 branes wrapping (LK ×C× S1)q,
ZCS(K,S
3, N, q) = ZM (LK , X, λ, q). (5.6)
The right hand side is the partition function of M5 branes wrapping the Lagrangian LK
in X , associated to the knot K. This partition function is computed by the index7
ZM (LK , X, λ, q) = TrHBPS (−1)F qS1−S2 λQ, (5.7)
counting the BPS states of M2 branes ending on the M5 branes on LK . The grade λ of
HOMFLY gets interpreted as the Kahler parameter λ, of the large N dual (5.1). The fact
that the knot invariants get related to a problem of counting BPS particles explains their
integrality.
A natural further conjecture, made in [9], is that the spaces of BPS states of M2 branes
ending on LK in X , where one keeps track of the spins S1 and S2 separately, are precisely
the homologies of the knot K. Later, in [7] motivated by this conjecture, a candidate for
the right knot homology theory to match the physics was put forward. There, the authors
proposed existence of a triply graded knot homology theory categorifying the HOMFLY
polynomial. The Poincare polynomial of this theory has been named the superpolynomial
in [7]. In terms of M-theory, the [9] conjecture implies that the superpolynomial of [7] is
7 For simplicity, we focus on knots colored by fundamental representation, so as to suppress an
additional chemical potential one would have needed otherwise, to keep track of representations.
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computed by counting the dimensions of spaces of BPS states on X , keeping track of their
(S1, S2) spins: by refining the counting in (5.7) to
TrHBPS (−1)F qS1t−S2 λQ (5.8)
Note that, since F , the fermion number also equals 2S1, the (−1)F can be absorbed into
qS1 , to make all the coefficients in (5.8) positive. Is important to emphasize that, while
one can define (5.8) for any knot K, this is not the partition function of the M5 branes on
LK , in any way of defining it. The partition function would need to extend over the whole
Hilbert space H, a subspace of which is the space of BPS states, HBPS . This would receive
contributions from non-BPS states as well, since it is not an index. Equivalently, there
should be no path integral way of computing it (5.8), analogously to what Chern-Simons
theory does for the Jones polynomial8.
If however, the theory has an additional U(1)R symmetry, as when K is a torus knot,
than one can define a refined index:
ZM (LK , X, q, t) = TrHBPS (−1)F qS1−SRtSR−S2 λQ, (5.9)
computed by the partition function of M5 branes on (LK×C×S1)q,t ⊂ (X×TN×S1)q,t,
with the U(1)R symmetry twist as one goes around the S
1, to preserve supersymmetry.
The index (5.9) is counting BPS states of M2 branes on X , and should, equal the refined
Chern-Simons knot invariant if the large N duality holds,
ZCS(K,S
3, N, q, t) = ZM (LK , X, λ, q, t).
The results we presented in section two, provide support for the conjecture of [9] and
large N duality. Recall, we showed that, starting with the refined Chern-Simons invariant
of a torus knot K, and setting
λ = −tN
√
t/q,
we obtained the corresponding superpolynomial of K, at least in a large number of cases.
The change of variables is exactly what corresponds to Kahler modulus of X , by large
N duality. Moreover, the refined index on X and the Poincare superpolynomial agree,
assuming SR in (5.9) vanishes (or is otherwise correlated with Q) for all BPS states of M2
8 We are grateful to Edward Witten for discussions and explanations tied to this point.
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branes ending on LK in X , where K is a toric knot. In this particular case, the Poincare
polynomial and the index agree, as we found in section 2.5.
Moreover, the results of [7] provide a mathematical formulation of the index refined
Chern-Simons theory is computing at finite N . In the categorification of [7] an important
role is played by the so called dN differential. The dN operator is crucial in relating
the HOMFLY knot homology of [7] and the better established SLN knot homology of
Khovanov and Rozansky [5][6], that categorifies SU(N) Chern-Simons knot invariants: as
explained in [7] the two are related in a non-trivial way at low enough N . At low enough
N the HOMFLY homology is ”too big”: the SLN homology emerges from the HOMFLY
knot homology only upon taking the cohomology with respect to dN .
On the other hand, to relate the superpolynomial P, i.e. the Poincare polynomial
of the HOMFLY knot homology to the refined Chern-Simons knot invariants, we had to
evaluate it at λ = −tN√t/q (this is equivalent to λ = −qN/t, in knot theory variables).
But, this is nothing but the index of the dN differential: In the present language, dN has
(S1, S2, Q) grades (1/2, 1/2 + N, 1), so evaluating q
S1t−S2λQ at λ = −tN√t/q, it anti-
commutes with dN , turning the superpolynomial into the corresponding index. This also
explains how it is that refined Chern-Simons theory, which a priory computes an index,
ends up having enough information to compute the Poincare polynomial: provided N is
sufficiently large, there are no cancellations in the index; the Poincare polynomial and
the index agree. On the other hand, both the index and the Poincare polynomial are
polynomials in λ or tN , so to knowing them at sufficiently large N suffices to determine
them for all N .
6. Conclusion
To summarize, the Poincare polynomial of the theory of N M5 branes wrapping M
in Y = T ∗M ,
TrHBPS (−1)2S1qS1t−S2 (6.1)
counting BPS states along C× S1 inside TN × S1 is expected [12] to compute the dimen-
sions of SU(N) knot homology groups, when one introduces knots K in the theory (by,
for example, adding additional M5 branes wrapping LK ×C×S1, or ). One can study the
theory either directly, as in [12] or at large N , as originally proposed in [9]. This is defined
for an arbitrary knot K and arbitrary three manifold M . However, it is hard to compute
in general, as one needs to know the space of BPS states HBPS.
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By contrast, the index of the M5 brane theory,
TrH(−1)2S1qS1−SRtSR−S2 (6.2)
is simple to compute when it exists: whenM and knots in it admit a semi-free U(1) action,
and the theory has an extra grade, SR associated to it. The index receives contributions
only from the space of BPS states, HBPS ⊂ H. But, as the partition function of the
theory, is computable simply by cutting and gluing, from S and T matrices of the refined
Chern-Simons theory, given in section 2.
As explained in [12] in the context of the Poincare polynomial (6.1), and in [68]
in the context of the index (6.2), both the index and the Poincare polynomial have a
natural generalization to other groups of ADE type, by replacing M5 branes by more
general ADE type (2, 0) theory in the definition of (6.1) and (6.2). In the case of the
index, the corresponding generalization results in ADE type refined Chern-Simons theories.
These were constructed and solved in [68], showing that, as expected [10] the connection
to earlier work of I. Cherednik [69] on ADE type Macdonald Polynomials and SL(2, Z)
representations emerges.
From the mathematical perspective, we predict that, when M and knots in it admit
a semi-free U(1) action, the knot homology groups admit an additional grade,
Hij = ⊕kHijk.
This allows one to define a refined index (6.2), written in terms of knot theory variables
abstractly as, ∑
i,j,k
(−1)kqitj+kdimHijk. (6.3)
This has more information about knot homology than the Euler characteristic computed
by the ordinary Chern-Simons theory of ADE type. The index (6.3) reduces to the Euler
characteristic only upon setting t = −1.
While the Poincare polynomial of the knot homology theory
∑
i,j,k
qitjdimHijk =
∑
i,j
qitjdimHij . (6.4)
has yet more information than the index (6.3), computing it is hard. The index can, by
contrast be obtained simply, by cutting and gluing from S and T matrices of Macdonald
type, described in the SU(N) case in Sec. 2, and in the general ADE case, in [68].
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Moreover, the index (6.2)(6.3) is interesting for another reason. Its robustness implies
that string dualities can be used to relate it to other problems in physics and mathematics.
For example, large N dualities should relate refined Chern-Simons invariants to partition
functions of five dimensional N = 1 gauge theories in omega background, analogous to [63]
in the unrefined case. Moreover, the refined topological vertex of [65] should be derivable
from the refined Chern-Simons theory, similarly to the way the unrefined topological vertex
emerged from this [70]. An evidence in this direction is presented in [71], where it was
shown that the S matrix of the refined Chern-Simons theory also arizes from the refined
topological vertex formalism [65][72]. This also proves that the Hopf link knot homologies
of [72] and those arising from the refined Chern-Simons theory are equivalent. Moreover, we
expect that it should be possible to define, at least for toric Calabi-Yau, a refined version
of mirror symmetry (related to a five dimensional, or q-version of AGT correspondence
[73][74]). Chern-Simons theory is expected to play a role in this.
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Appendix A. Torus Knot Invariants From Refined Chern-Simons Theory
In this section we list several examples of the refined Chern-Simons theory knot in-
variants Z(S3, K, )/Z(S3,©, ), colored by the fundamental representation, and written
in terms of
t =
√
t, q = −
√
q/t, a2 = tN
√
t/q,
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for various torus knots K. To the best of our knowledge, they agree with the corresponding
superpolynomials P(K)(a,q, t), provided to us by E. Gorsky,
Z(S3, K, )/Z(S3,©, ) = P(K)(a,q, t),
We choose to normalize the invariant in such a way, that P = 1 +O(a,q, t).
P(K3,7) = 1+ q4t2 + q6t4 + q8t4 + q10t6 + q12t6 + q12t8 + q14t8 + q16t8 + q18t10 +
q20t10+q24t12+ (q2t3+q4t5+ q6t5+2q8t7+q10t7+q10t9+2q12t9+ q14t9+q14t11+
2q16t11 + q18t11 + q20t13 + q22t13)a2 + (q6t8 + q10t10 + q12t12 + q14t12 + q18t14)a4
P(K4,7) = 1+q22t14+q4t2+q6t4+q8t4+q8t6+q10t6+q12t6+q30t16+q28t14+
q22t12+2q16t10+2q12t8+q36t18+q32t16+q14t10+q18t12+2q20t12+q14t8+q28t16+
q16t8+q18t10+q20t10+q26t14+2q24t14+q24t12+(q2t3+q4t5+q6t5+q6t7+2q8t7+
q10t7+3q10t9+2q12t9+2q12t11+q14t9+4q14t11+2q16t11+3q16t13+q18t11+4q18t13+
q18t15 + 2q20t13 + 3q20t15 + q22t13 + 4q22t15 + 2q24t15 + 2q24t17 + q26t15 + 3q26t17 +
2q28t17+q30t17+q30t19+q32t19+q34t19)a2+(q6t8+q8t10+q10t10+q10t12+2q12t12+
q14t12+3q14t14+2q16t14+q16t16+q18t14+3q18t16+2q20t16+q20t18+q22t16+3q22t18+
2q24t18+q26t18+q26t20+q28t20+q30t20)a4+(q12t15+q16t17+q18t19+q20t19+q24t21)a6
P(K5,8) = 1+2q40t22+2q32t18+q32t16+3q38t22+3q34t20+2q42t24+q40t20+q38t20+
3q36t22+2q36t20+q34t18+q36t18+q4t2+q6t4+q8t4+q34t22+q8t6+q10t6+q12t6+
q10t8+q22t12+2q12t8+2q16t12+4q24t16+q22t16+3q22t14+4q32t20+q24t12+3q20t14+
2q20t12+3q18t12+2q14t10+2q24t14+3q26t16+2q26t18+2q40t24+q14t8+q42t22+2q30t20+
3q30t18+q26t14+q28t14+4q28t18+2q28t16+q30t16+q16t8+q18t10+q20t10+2q16t10+
q46t24+q44t22+2q44t24+q46t26+q48t24+q48t26+q50t26+q52t26+q56t28+(q2t3+q4t5+
q6t5+q6t7+2q8t7+q8t9+q10t7+3q10t9+2q12t9+4q12t11+q14t9+4q14t11+3q14t13+
2q16t11+6q16t13+q18t11+q16t15+4q18t13+7q18t15+2q20t13+7q20t15+q22t13+4q20t17+
4q22t15 + 9q22t17 + 2q24t15 + q22t19 + 7q24t17 + q26t15 + 7q24t19 + 4q26t17 + 10q26t19 +
2q28t17+2q26t21+7q28t19+q30t17+8q28t21+4q30t19+10q30t21+2q32t19+2q30t23+
7q32t21+q34t19+7q32t23+4q34t21+9q34t23+2q36t21+q34t25+7q36t23+q38t21+4q36t25+
4q38t23 + 7q38t25 + 2q40t23 + 6q40t25 + q42t23 + q40t27 + 4q42t25 + 3q42t27 + 2q44t25 +
4q44t27+q46t25+3q46t27+2q48t27+q48t29+q50t27+q50t29+q52t29+q54t29)a2+(q6t8+
q8t10+q10t10+2q10t12+2q12t12+q12t14+q14t12+4q14t14+q14t16+2q16t14+5q16t16+
q18t14 + 5q18t16 + 4q18t18 + 2q20t16 + 7q20t18 + q22t16 + 2q20t20 + 5q22t18 + 8q22t20 +
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2q24t18 + 8q24t20 + q26t18 + 4q24t22 + 5q26t20 + 10q26t22 + 2q28t20 + q26t24 + 8q28t22 +
q30t20 + 5q28t24 + 5q30t22 + 10q30t24 + 2q32t22 + q30t26 + 8q32t24 + q34t22 + 4q32t26 +
5q34t24 + 8q34t26 + 2q36t24 + 7q36t26 + q38t24 + 2q36t28 + 5q38t26 + 4q38t28 + 2q40t26 +
5q40t28+q42t26+4q42t28+q42t30+2q44t28+q44t30+q46t28+2q46t30+q48t30+q50t30)a4+
(q12t15+q14t17+q16t17+q16t19+2q18t19+q18t21+q20t19+3q20t21+2q22t21+3q22t23+
q24t21+4q24t23+q24t25+2q26t23+4q26t25+q28t23+4q28t25+2q28t27+2q30t25+4q30t27+
q32t25+4q32t27+q32t29+2q34t27+3q34t29+q36t27+3q36t29+2q38t29+q38t31+q40t29+
q40t31+q42t31+q44t31)a6+(q20t24+q24t26+q26t28+q28t28+q30t30+q32t30+q36t32)a8
P(K7,10) = 1+2q40t22+11q38t28+2q32t18+q32t16+3q38t22+3q34t20+3q42t24+
15q44t30+q40t20+q38t20+10q44t28+5q36t22+2q36t20+11q44t32+12q42t28+10q36t24+
q34t18+q36t18+7q40t30+q4t2+q6t4+q8t4+10q34t24+7q34t22+14q42t30+10q40t26+
7q42t26 + 3q36t28 + q8t6 + q10t6 + q12t6 + q10t8 + q22t12 + 2q12t8 + 2q42t32 + q12t10 +
3q18t14 + 3q16t12 + 5q24t16 + 5q22t16 + 3q22t14 + 5q26t20 + 5q32t20 + 4q28t22 + q24t12 +
4q20t14 + 3q20t16 + 2q20t12 + q24t20 + 6q24t18 + q22t18 + 3q18t12 + 8q28t20 + 2q14t10 +
2q24t14+3q26t16+6q26t18+5q40t24+7q38t24+11q38t26+4q46t34+q14t8+14q40t28+
12q36t26 + q42t22 + 6q34t26 + 7q30t20 + 3q30t18 + 8q30t22 + 2q30t24 + q26t14 + q28t14 +
9q32t22+9q32t24+5q28t18+2q28t16+q30t16+q16t8+q18t10+q20t10+2q16t10+q14t12+
q56t40 + q46t24 + q98t52 + q84t50 + q70t36 + q72t36 + q68t34 + q82t42 + q96t52 + q84t42 +
q94t52+q92t46+q94t48+q78t40+q90t46+q98t50+q102t52+q96t48+q104t52+q100t50+
q88t44 + q100t52 + q86t44 + q108t54 + q86t50 + 9q76t46 + 14q66t42 + 8q78t46 + 5q86t48 +
7q68t44+11q64t42+2q66t44+q44t22+5q44t26+7q46t28+12q46t30+q48t36+2q44t24+
16q46t32+3q46t26+q74t38+q80t40+q76t38+q62t32+q66t34+2q72t38+10q56t34+7q58t34+
5q64t36 + 3q62t34 + 2q64t34 + 3q66t36 + 5q56t32 + 5q60t34 + 2q68t36 + q64t32 + 7q50t30 +
16q60t38+10q64t38+4q80t48+9q76t44+12q72t44+10q72t42+7q78t44+10q68t40+7q74t42+
11q70t42+5q72t40+5q68t38+3q70t38+6q82t46+2q78t48+16q62t40+3q72t46+11q70t44+
12q66t40+3q92t50+5q82t48+15q64t40+10q74t44+3q86t46+3q78t42+2q76t40+4q88t48+
6q84t48+3q74t40+6q74t46+5q76t42+5q80t44+5q84t46+2q88t46+2q96t50+2q92t48+
8q80t46+2q80t42+3q82t44+2q84t44+3q90t50+3q90t48+2q94t50+12q62t38+7q70t40+
2q60t32+7q62t36+3q58t32+10q60t36+7q66t38+12q58t36+3q88t50+14q68t42+5q48t28+
10q48t30+12q50t32+q48t24+16q48t32+2q48t26+17q50t34+14q48t34+q50t26+6q50t36+
q52t38 + 17q58t38 + 6q58t40 + 3q50t28 + 12q54t34 + q52t26 + 3q54t30 + 5q52t30 + q54t28 +
q56t28 + 16q56t36 + q60t42 + q58t30 + 2q56t30 + 7q54t32 + q60t30 + 14q60t40 + 4q62t42 +
7q54t38+15q52t36+18q54t36+16q52t34+15q56t38+10q52t32+2q52t28+(q2t3+q4t5+
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q6t5+q6t7+2q8t7+q8t9+q10t7+3q10t9+q10t11+2q12t9+4q12t11+q14t9+q12t13+
4q14t11 + 5q14t13 + 2q16t11 + 6q16t13 + q18t11 + 6q16t15 + 4q18t13 + 9q18t15 + 2q20t13 +
5q18t17+7q20t15+q22t13+12q20t17+4q22t15+3q20t19+11q22t17+2q24t15+14q22t19+
7q24t17+q26t15+2q22t21+16q24t19+4q26t17+13q24t21+12q26t19+2q28t17+q24t23+
21q26t21+7q28t19+q30t17+11q26t23+18q28t21+4q30t19+24q28t23+12q30t21+2q32t19+
7q28t25+25q30t23+7q32t21+q34t19+25q30t25+19q32t23+4q34t21+3q30t27+31q32t25+
12q34t23+2q36t21+21q32t27+27q34t25+7q36t23+q38t21+q32t29+37q34t27+19q36t25+
4q38t23+13q34t29+35q36t27+12q38t25+2q40t23+37q36t29+28q38t27+7q40t25+q42t23+
6q36t31+44q38t29+19q40t27+4q42t25+29q38t31+37q40t29+12q42t27+2q44t25+q38t33+
49q40t31+28q42t29+7q44t27+q46t25+16q40t33+48q42t31+19q44t29+4q46t27+44q42t33+
38q44t31+12q46t29+2q48t27+6q42t35+56q44t33+28q46t31+7q48t29+q50t27+29q44t35+
50q46t33+19q48t31+4q50t29+q44t37+55q46t35+38q48t33+12q50t31+2q52t29+12q46t37+
60q48t35+28q50t33+7q52t31+q54t29+39q48t37+51q50t35+19q52t33+4q54t31+3q48t39+
61q50t37 + 38q52t35 + 12q54t33 + 2q56t31 + 18q50t39 + 62q52t37 + 28q54t35 + 7q56t33 +
q58t31+45q52t39+51q54t37+19q56t35+4q58t33+4q52t41+63q54t39+38q56t37+12q58t35+
2q60t33+19q54t41+62q56t39+28q58t37+7q60t35+q62t33+q54t43+45q56t41+51q58t39+
19q60t37 + 4q62t35 + 4q56t43 + 61q58t41 + 38q60t39 + 12q62t37 + 2q64t35 + 18q58t43 +
60q60t41+28q62t39+7q64t37+q66t35+39q60t43+50q62t41+19q64t39+4q66t37+3q60t45+
55q62t43 + 38q64t41 + 12q66t39 + 2q68t37 + 12q62t45 + 56q64t43 + 28q66t41 + 7q68t39 +
q70t37+29q64t45+48q66t43+19q68t41+4q70t39+q64t47+44q66t45+37q68t43+12q70t41+
2q72t39+6q66t47+49q68t45+28q70t43+7q72t41+q74t39+16q68t47+44q70t45+19q72t43+
4q74t41+29q70t47+35q72t45+12q74t43+2q76t41+q70t49+37q72t47+27q74t45+7q76t43+
q78t41+6q72t49+37q74t47+19q76t45+4q78t43+13q74t49+31q76t47+12q78t45+2q80t43+
21q76t49+25q78t47+7q80t45+q82t43+q76t51+25q78t49+18q80t47+4q82t45+3q78t51+
24q80t49+12q82t47+2q84t45+7q80t51+21q82t49+7q84t47+q86t45+11q82t51+16q84t49+
4q86t47+13q84t51+11q86t49+2q88t47+q84t53+14q86t51+7q88t49+q90t47+2q86t53+
12q88t51+4q90t49+3q88t53+9q90t51+2q92t49+5q90t53+6q92t51+q94t49+6q92t53+
4q94t51 + 5q94t53 + 2q96t51 + 4q96t53 + q98t51 + q96t55 + 3q98t53 + q98t55 + 2q100t53 +
q100t55+q102t53+q102t55+q104t55+q106t55)a2+(q6t8+q8t10+q10t10+2q10t12+2q12t12+
2q12t14 + q14t12 + 4q14t14 + 3q14t16 + 2q16t14 + 6q16t16 + q18t14 + 2q16t18 + 5q18t16 +
9q18t18+2q20t16+2q18t20+8q20t18+q22t16+11q20t20+5q22t18+q20t22+14q22t20+
2q24t18+11q22t22+9q24t20+q26t18+q22t24+19q24t22+5q26t20+10q24t24+16q26t22+
2q28t20+25q26t24+9q28t22+q30t20+8q26t26+24q28t24+5q30t22+26q28t26+17q30t24+
2q32t22+5q28t28+34q30t26+9q32t24+q34t22+26q30t28+26q32t26+5q34t24+2q30t30+
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42q32t28+17q34t26+2q36t24+19q32t30+39q34t28+9q36t26+q38t24+q32t32+47q34t30+
27q36t28 + 5q38t26 + 13q34t32 + 51q36t30 + 17q38t28 + 2q40t26 + 43q36t32 + 41q38t30 +
9q40t28+q42t26+5q36t34+64q38t32+27q40t30+5q42t28+32q38t34+56q40t32+17q42t30+
2q44t28+2q38t36+65q40t34+42q42t32+9q44t30+q46t28+18q40t36+73q42t34+27q44t32+
5q46t30+56q42t36+58q44t34+17q46t32+2q48t30+7q42t38+81q44t36+42q46t34+9q48t32+
q50t30+34q44t38+78q46t36+27q48t34+5q50t32+2q44t40+75q46t38+59q48t36+17q50t34+
2q52t32+16q46t40+90q48t38+42q50t36+9q52t34+q54t32+50q48t40+80q50t38+27q52t36+
5q54t34 + 4q48t42 + 87q50t40 + 59q52t38 + 17q54t36 + 2q56t34 + 23q50t42 + 94q52t40 +
42q54t38+9q56t36+q58t34+q50t44+58q52t42+81q54t40+27q56t38+5q58t36+7q52t44+
91q54t42+59q56t40+17q58t38+2q60t36+26q54t44+94q56t42+42q58t40+9q60t38+q62t36+
q54t46+58q56t44+80q58t42+27q60t40+5q62t38+7q56t46+87q58t44+59q60t42+17q62t40+
2q64t38+23q58t46+90q60t44+42q62t42+9q64t40+q66t38+q58t48+50q60t46+78q62t44+
27q64t42 + 5q66t40 + 4q60t48 + 75q62t46 + 58q64t44 + 17q66t42 + 2q68t40 + 16q62t48 +
81q64t46+42q66t44+9q68t42+q70t40+34q64t48+73q66t46+27q68t44+5q70t42+2q64t50+
56q66t48+56q68t46+17q70t44+2q72t42+7q66t50+65q68t48+41q70t46+9q72t44+q74t42+
18q68t50 + 64q70t48 + 27q72t46 + 5q74t44 + 32q70t50 + 51q72t48 + 17q74t46 + 2q76t44 +
2q70t52+43q72t50+39q74t48+9q76t46+q78t44+5q72t52+47q74t50+26q76t48+5q78t46+
13q74t52+42q76t50+17q78t48+2q80t46+19q76t52+34q78t50+9q80t48+q82t46+q76t54+
26q78t52+24q80t50+5q82t48+2q78t54+26q80t52+16q82t50+2q84t48+5q80t54+25q82t52+
9q84t50+q86t48+8q82t54+19q84t52+5q86t50+10q84t54+14q86t52+2q88t50+11q86t54+
8q88t52 + q90t50 + q86t56 + 11q88t54 + 5q90t52 + q88t56 + 9q90t54 + 2q92t52 + 2q90t56 +
6q92t54 + q94t52 + 2q92t56 + 4q94t54 + 3q94t56 + 2q96t54 + 2q96t56 + q98t54 + 2q98t56 +
q100t56 + q102t56)a4 + (q12t15 + q14t17 + q16t17 + 2q16t19 + 2q18t19 + 3q18t21 + q20t19 +
4q20t21+3q20t23+2q22t21+7q22t23+q24t21+3q22t25+5q24t23+10q24t25+2q26t23+
3q24t27+9q26t25+q28t23+12q26t27+5q28t25+2q26t29+15q28t27+2q30t25+13q28t29+
10q30t27+q32t25+q28t31+21q30t29+5q32t27+12q30t31+17q32t29+2q34t27+q30t33+
27q32t31+10q34t29+q36t27+9q32t33+26q34t31+5q36t29+28q34t33+18q36t31+2q38t29+
6q34t35+37q36t33+10q38t31+q40t29+26q36t35+28q38t33+5q40t31+3q36t37+44q38t35+
18q40t33+2q42t31+19q38t37+42q40t35+10q42t33+q44t31+q38t39+45q40t37+29q42t35+
5q44t33 + 11q40t39 + 54q42t37 + 18q44t35 + 2q46t33 + 38q42t39 + 44q44t37 + 10q46t35 +
q48t33+5q42t41+61q44t39+29q46t37+5q48t35+24q44t41+59q46t39+18q48t37+2q50t35+
q44t43+54q46t41+45q48t39+10q50t37+q52t35+12q46t43+70q48t41+29q50t39+5q52t37+
37q48t43 + 61q50t41 + 18q52t39 + 2q54t37 + 4q48t45 + 66q50t43 + 45q52t41 + 10q54t39 +
q56t37+17q50t45+74q52t43+29q54t41+5q56t39+q50t47+44q52t45+62q54t43+18q56t41+
33
2q58t39+6q52t47+69q54t45+45q56t43+10q58t41+q60t39+21q54t47+74q56t45+29q58t43+
5q60t41+q54t49+44q56t47+61q58t45+18q60t43+2q62t41+6q56t49+66q58t47+45q60t45+
10q62t43+q64t41+17q58t49+70q60t47+29q62t45+5q64t43+q58t51+37q60t49+59q62t47+
18q64t45+2q66t43+4q60t51+54q62t49+44q64t47+10q66t45+q68t43+12q62t51+61q64t49+
29q66t47+5q68t45+24q64t51+54q66t49+18q68t47+2q70t45+q64t53+38q66t51+42q68t49+
10q70t47+q72t45+5q66t53+45q68t51+28q70t49+5q72t47+11q68t53+44q70t51+18q72t49+
2q74t47+19q70t53+37q72t51+10q74t49+q76t47+q70t55+26q72t53+26q74t51+5q76t49+
3q72t55+28q74t53+17q76t51+2q78t49+6q74t55+27q76t53+10q78t51+q80t49+9q76t55+
21q78t53+5q80t51+12q78t55+15q80t53+2q82t51+q78t57+13q80t55+9q82t53+q84t51+
q80t57+12q82t55+5q84t53+2q82t57+10q84t55+2q86t53+3q84t57+7q86t55+q88t53+
3q86t57+4q88t55+3q88t57+2q90t55+3q90t57+q92t55+2q92t57+q94t57+q96t57)a6+
(q20t24 + q22t26 + q24t26 + 2q24t28 + 2q26t28 + 2q26t30 + q28t28 + 4q28t30 + 3q28t32 +
2q30t30 + 6q30t32 + q32t30 + 2q30t34 + 5q32t32 + 8q32t34 + 2q34t32 + 2q32t36 + 8q34t34 +
q36t32 + 9q34t36 + 5q36t34 + q34t38 + 13q36t36 + 2q38t34 + 8q36t38 + 9q38t36 + q40t34 +
q36t40+16q38t38+5q40t36+6q38t40+15q40t38+2q42t36+18q40t40+9q42t38+q44t36+
4q40t42+21q42t40+5q44t38+14q42t42+16q44t40+2q46t38+2q42t44+25q44t42+9q46t40+
q48t38+11q44t44+23q46t42+5q48t40+23q46t44+16q48t42+2q50t40+5q46t46+30q48t44+
9q50t42+q52t40+17q48t46+24q50t44+5q52t42+2q48t48+28q50t46+16q52t44+2q54t42+
9q50t48+32q52t46+9q54t44+q56t42+21q52t48+24q54t46+5q56t44+3q52t50+30q54t48+
16q56t46+2q58t44+10q54t50+32q56t48+9q58t46+q60t44+q54t52+21q56t50+24q58t48+
5q60t46+3q56t52+28q58t50+16q60t48+2q62t46+9q58t52+30q60t50+9q62t48+q64t46+
17q60t52+23q62t50+5q64t48+2q60t54+23q62t52+16q64t50+2q66t48+5q62t54+25q64t52+
9q66t50+q68t48+11q64t54+21q66t52+5q68t50+14q66t54+15q68t52+2q70t50+2q66t56+
18q68t54+9q70t52+q72t50+4q68t56+16q70t54+5q72t52+6q70t56+13q72t54+2q74t52+
8q72t56 + 8q74t54 + q76t52 + q72t58 + 9q74t56 + 5q76t54 + q74t58 + 8q76t56 + 2q78t54 +
2q76t58 + 6q78t56 + q80t54 + 2q78t58 + 4q80t56 + 3q80t58 + 2q82t56 + 2q82t58 + q84t56 +
2q84t58+q86t58+q88t58)a8+(q30t35+q32t37+q34t37+q34t39+2q36t39+q36t41+q38t39+
3q38t41 + q38t43 + 2q40t41 + 3q40t43 + q42t41 + q40t45 + 4q42t43 + 3q42t45 + 2q44t43 +
5q44t45 + q46t43 + 3q44t47 + 4q46t45 + 6q46t47 + 2q48t45 + q46t49 + 6q48t47 + q50t45 +
5q48t49 + 4q50t47 + 7q50t49 + 2q52t47 + 3q50t51 + 6q52t49 + q54t47 + 6q52t51 + 4q54t49 +
q52t53 + 8q54t51 + 2q56t49 + 3q54t53 + 6q56t51 + q58t49 + 6q56t53 + 4q58t51 + q56t55 +
7q58t53 + 2q60t51 + 3q58t55 + 6q60t53 + q62t51 + 5q60t55 + 4q62t53 + 6q62t55 + 2q64t53 +
q62t57+5q64t55+q66t53+3q64t57+4q66t55+3q66t57+2q68t55+3q68t57+q70t55+q68t59+
3q70t57+q70t59+2q72t57+q72t59+q74t57+q74t59+q76t59+q78t59)a10+(q42t48+q46t50+
q48t52+q50t52+q52t54+q54t54+q54t56+q56t56+q58t56+q60t58+q62t58+q66t60)a12
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